Stylecraft and Harp & Finial to Expand Showrooms at Las
Vegas Market
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The new StyleCraft showroom will be 18,000 square feet, and Harp & Finial's will be 4,000
square feet.
12/19/2018

StyleCraft Home Collection – manufacturer and home decor industry leader – and its sister
company, Harp & Finial, today announced they would both be expanding their showrooms at
Las Vegas Market.
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StyleCraft will be doubling its square footage to a total of 18,000 square feet. The additional
space will house an extension of the brand’s current showroom located in Building A,
Showroom A352. It is currently undergoing a complete renovation and will be transformed into
a space dedicated to an array of lighting, art and furniture.
Harp & Finial will expand its showroom to 4,000 square feet. With an extra 1,700 square feet,
Harp & Finial will feature more than 300 distinctive items, including more than 40 new
products, in the newly expanded space in Building A, Showroom 348 in January.
“The StyleCraft expansion into the adjoining space will allow more items, across all product
categories, to be on display at the Las Vegas Market,” stated StyleCraft CEO Jimmy Webster.
“Las Vegas Market has been a great market for us and we feel that having more of our line
represented at the show will be a huge benefit to showcase more of our diverse mix of home
decor products.”
To celebrate the expansion, an official ribbon cutting ceremony will be held on Sunday,
January 27 at 2 p.m. and a cocktail party in the StyleCraft showroom on Monday, January 28
from 4-6 p.m.
Market attendees are invited to discover the new, beautifully expanded showroom and preview
the broad showcase of new product introductions at Las Vegas Market – January 27-31, 2019
– in Showroom A352.
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